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Abstract 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

With the introduction of SQL into 4D, developers have been granted the ability to 
natively modify their database structures programmatically via SQL’s Data 
Definition Language.  In doing so, developers need to specify data types that are 
compliant with the SQL type names.  These types correspond to 4D data types and 
while the mapping works without a hitch, there are a few specifics to be aware of.  

Introduction 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

The act of creating a table and then a field using SQL requires using data types that 
are standard in SQL.  For the most part, the mapping of these data types to 4D’s 
data types yields no surprises.  However, there are a few details about that the 
developer might overlook.  This tech note describes a few ideas to keep in mind 
while creating fields in tables using SQL. 

The following is a table that shows how alphanumeric SQL types correspond to 4D 
types: 

SQL 4D Description          
Varchar Text Alphanumeric text  
Real Real Floating point number between -/+ 3,4E38  
Numeric Int, 64 bits Integer between -/+2E64  
Float Real Floating point number (virtually infinite)  
Smallint Integer Number between ~ -/+32,000  
Int Longint Number between ~ -/+2 Billion  
Bit Boolean Can only take TRUE or FALSE  
Boolean Boolean Can only take TRUE or FALSE  
Blob BLOB <= 2GB; any binary object  
Clob Text <= 2GB characters; by default not saved in record  
Text Text <= 2GB characters; by default not saved in record  
Timestamp Date/Time Date and time handled separately  
Duration Time Time in Day:Hours:Minutes:Seconds:milliseconds   
Interval Time Time in Day:Hours:Minutes:Seconds:milliseconds  
Picture Picture <=2GB 
 

The good news is that once the fields are created in a 4D table, they can be 
accessed, manipulated and used as if they were created using the Structure editor. 

Character Types 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Alpha Fields 

To declare a variable-length alphanumeric type up to 255 characters, use the 
VARCHAR type followed by the character length in parentheses.  The following 
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example creates an alpha field “name” that can contain values up to 30 
characters long. 

Begin SQL 
 CREATE TABLE Customers 
 (name VARCHAR(30)) 
End SQL 

If you try creating an alpha field greater than 255 characters using this 
approach, the following error occurs.   

 

By omitting the parenthesis and specify no size, VARCHAR creates a text field, 
as described in the next section. 

Text Fields 

To handle large character fields up to 2 gigabytes in size, use the 4D text type, 
which is creatable a number of ways within SQL: 

Begin SQL 
 CREATE TABLE Customers 
 (firstname VARCHAR, 

 lastname TEXT, 
 title CLOB) 

End SQL 

All three fields created in this example are set to text.  Though one might 
wonder, what is the difference?  As mentioned in the previous section, VARCHAR 
creates a variable-length type with the 4D limit of 2 gigabytes if no size is 
specified. Character Large Objects – or CLOBs – are typically used in other 
relational database management systems to store large amounts of text such 
that it is stored separately from the record.  As such, it cannot be indexed.  This 
is reflected in the field’s properties: 
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(a)      (b) 

Notice in (a) that the field has the “Stored in the record” option checked and 
standard indexing is available.  This field was created using VARCHAR.  
Meanwhile in (b), “Stored in the record” is not checked and the field cannot use 
standard indexes.  This field can be created using CLOBs or Text in SQL. 

After having created a text field by using the Text or CLOB types in SQL, you 
can go into the structure editor, check the “Stored in the record” option and 
index the field.  The keyword index can be applied to all three types regardless. 

Speaking of field properties, another subtle difference in creating fields with SQL 
versus using the Structure editor is that the “Map NULL values to blank values” 
option is unchecked by default.  This option is checked when creating fields using 
the Structure Editor.   
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NULL values are handled natively within SQL so it is an added convenience to not 
force an automatic mapping of NULL-to-default values if using SQL to create the 
field to begin with.   

For a more thorough discussion on NULLs and their impact on SQL in 4D, check out 
tech note #51416, “NULLs in 4D v11 SQL” at http://kb.4d.com. 

Once the field is created – whether it is stored in the record, indexed or mapping its 
NULL values to default values – it behaves as a normal 4D text field.  In other 
words, a text field created by any means in SQL is treated as a text field in 4D 
despite some variance in default field properties, which can be adjusted anyway.  

Time 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Timestamp 

Particular attention should be paid to the timestamp data type in SQL.  
Timestamp is not like Time or Date although it looks like a Date in the Structure 
Editor.  It contains both date and time information that is automatically mapped 
to the corresponding 4D type.  Consider this example: 

In an Invoices table, an Order_Date field is created like so: 

Begin SQL 
 CREATE TABLE Invoices 
 (Order_Date TIMESTAMP); 
End SQL 

The field looks like a date in the Structure Editor: 

 

The following code demonstrates creating a record in this table using the 
INSERT command.  After the record is created, the next SQL statement queries 
this table.  Note that the Order_Date field is listed three times in the SELECT 
statement and the result is stored in three variables: 
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C_TIME(vTime) 
C_DATE(vDate) 
C_LONGINT(vMillis) 
 
 
Begin SQL  
 INSERT INTO Invoices (Order_Date) 
 VALUES(CURRENT_DATE()); 
 
 SELECT Order_Date, Order_Date, MILLISECOND(Order_Date) 
 FROM typeDemoTime 
 INTO :vdate, :vtime, :vMillis 
End SQL 

Following the query… 
 
• vdate is assigned the current date in month/day/year format 
• vtime is assigned the current time in hour:minute:second format 
• vMillis is millisecond precision of the timestamp 

Note that using 4D’s version of CURRENT DATE simply fills out the date, but not 
the time.  On the other hand, using the code above on a Date field created in 
the Structure Editor behaves just the same as described here.  In other words, it 
is possible to use a single field to store the date and time down to millisecond 
precision whether that field is created in the Structure editor or SQL, so long as 
you query that field with SQL into an appropriate 4D variable. 

Duration/Interval 

To create a time field, use Duration or Interval like so: 

Begin SQL  
 CREATE TABLE Invoices 
 (tInterval INTERVAL, 
 tDuration DURATION) 
End SQL 

The corresponding table is created with two fields that are set to the time type. 

 

At this point, the fields can contain 4D time by using 4D’s CURRENT TIME 
command.   
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Numeric 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Numeric and Float 

4D v11 SQL now supports new numeric types, 64-bit integers and Float.  Fields 
of this type may be accessed when using SQL.  However, if using the 4D 
language, values in these fields are converted to Real numbers.  This could lead 
to potential data loss. 

Nevertheless, they may be created in the Structure editor in addition to using 
SQL: 

 

And here is the code to create the above table: 

Begin SQL  
 CREATE TABLE if not exists typeDemoNumeric 
 (nNumeric NUMERIC, 
 nFloat FLOAT); 
End SQL 

The other SQL numeric types – Smallint, Int and Real – map to 4D’s Integer, 
Longint and Real types, respectively, and behave seamlessly in the language. 

Boolean 

There are two ways to create Boolean fields with SQL: BIT and BOOLEAN. 

Begin SQL  
 CREATE TABLE bCheck 
 (bBit BIT, 

 bBool BOOLEAN) 
End SQL 

Both fields are created as Boolean fields.  They can be queried using 4D’s 
language with True or False conditions.  Querying them using SQL is a little bit 
different, with a little more flexibility.  First, SQL recognizes both True/False 
and 1/0 values, as long as you CAST them first.  For example, assume that we 
are querying for records where the bBit field contains false values.  The following 
statements yield the same results: 
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ARRAY BOOLEAN($aBool;0) 
 
Begin SQL  
 SELECT bBit FROM bCheck WHERE bBoolean = CAST ('FALSE' AS BOOLEAN) 
 INTO :$aBool 
End SQL 
 
Begin SQL 
 SELECT bBit FROM bCheck WHERE bBoolean = CAST (0 AS BOOLEAN) 
 INTO :$aBool 
End SQL 

To keep things simple, fields created with BIT and BOOLEAN behave identically 
to each other, so there should be no confusion down the line when using them 
either in the 4D language or SQL. 

Large Objects 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Picture and BLOB 

Picture fields and BLOBs can be created in SQL as follows: 

Begin SQL 
 CREATE TABLE if not exists typeDemoLOB 
 (bBlob BLOB, 
 bPict picture); 
End SQL 

And the fields are properly mapped to and behave as you would expect in 4D.  
Creating and accessing data from these fields using SQL or 4D is seamless. 

 

Conclusion 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

When working with SQL to programmatically create fields, it is important to be 
aware that the naming convention must first be compliant to SQL standards, then 
second understand how each type maps to 4D.  After creating the fields, the 
developer can enter data into these fields as they normally would in 4D, though 
some adjustments may need to be made.  At the end of the day, fields that were 
created using SQL and their types are natively understood by 4D and can be 
manipulated as if they were created in the Structure editor. 


